Neurodegenerative diseases encompass a large group of conditions that are clinically and pathologically diverse yet are linked by a shared pathology of misfolded proteins. The accumulation of insoluble aggregates is accompanied by a progressive loss of vulnerable neurons. For some patients, the symptoms are motor focused (ataxias), while others experience cognitive and psychiatric symptoms (dementias). Among the shared symptoms of neurodegenerative diseases is a disruption of the sleep/wake cycle that occurs early in the trajectory of the disease and may be a risk factor for disease development. In many cases, the disruption in the timing of sleep and other rhythmic physiological markers immediately raises the possibility of neurodegeneration-driven disruption of the circadian timing system. The aim of this Review is to summarize the evidence supporting the hypothesis that circadian disruption is a core symptom within neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease, and to discuss the latest progress in this field. The Review discusses evidence that neurodegenerative processes may disrupt the structure and function of the circadian system and describes circadian-based interventions as well as timed drug treatments that may improve a wide range of symptoms associated with neurodegenerative disorders. It also identifies key gaps in our knowledge.
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Introduction

The term “neurodegenerative disease” (NDD) encompasses a large group of conditions that are clinically and pathologically diverse. Still, there is a shared biology, as these diseases are characterized by the accumulation of misfolded proteins into insoluble aggregates accompanied by a progressive loss of vulnerable neurons. These protein aggregates are formed by mutant huntingtin in Huntington’s disease (HD); amyloid-β and tau in Alzheimer’s disease (AD); and misfolded α-synuclein in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and related disorders (1). These diseases share common elements due to the toxic nature of protein aggregates. There is also evidence that misfolded proteins can be transmitted from cell to cell with aggregates serving as a chemical template for their formation in recipient cells (2). The combination of selective vulnerability and spread may explain how NDDs influence different networks of cells.

Among the shared symptoms of NDD is a disruption of the sleep/wake cycle, which occurs early in the progression of the disease. In many cases, the timing of sleep and rhythmic physiological markers is disrupted, which raises the possibility of NDD-driven disruption of the circadian timing system. The circadian clock is a temporal program that generates a 24-hour structure on biological processes from gene expression to behavior. Circadian clocks are autonomous, producing rhythms even in the absence of daily environmental signals, and are widely distributed throughout the brain and body. The mammalian circadian timing system includes a central clock in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which receives light information through a specialized pathway, as well as information about other relevant environmental cues, like the timing of food. The SCN communicates with the rest of the brain through several pathways, including arousal centers, the autonomic nervous system, and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Given this potent mix of output pathways, the central clock has the ability to regulate rhythms throughout the body, and most tissues have cell-autonomous molecular clocks. The result is a broad temporal structure that influences all biological systems. One of the central tenets of the circadian field is that this temporal structure is essential for our health (3, 4), and its disruption has costs felt throughout our bodies.

At the cellular and molecular level, the molecular clockwork drives the rhythmic transcription of a number of genes (4). This circadian clockwork drives the temporal regulation of key biological processes involved in protein processing that could impact the formation of aggregates (5) as well as the transmission of misfolded proteins (6). Importantly, the clearance of misfolded proteins is driven by sleep through the regulation of glymphatic flow (7). For these reasons, many researchers (8, 9) favor a bidirectional model in which the ongoing disease pathology can impact circadian rhythms, and the disrupted circadian rhythms may accelerate the pathology (Figure 1).

The term “circadian disruption” is broadly used in the context of NDD but is not well defined by researchers (10). While there are a number of key rhythmic parameters driven by the circadian system (e.g., amplitude, phase, period), geneticists focus primarily on endogenous cycle length, and we have a detailed understanding of the underlying molecular mechanisms. Measured in constant conditions, the cycle length generated by the circadian timing system is precise and quantifiable, i.e., an excellent output to explore by mutational and reverse genetic strategies (11). By the narrowest definition, we could limit our discussion of circadian disrup-
Circadian disruption and sleep loss are likely to contribute to symptoms associated with NDD in humans. Work in animal models as well as in human subjects suggests that alterations in amplitude, regularity, and coherence of measured rhythms are common. Many researchers in this area favor a bidirectional model in which the ongoing disease pathology can impact circadian rhythms, and the disrupted circadian rhythms may accelerate the disease pathology. If this hypothesis is correct, future studies should be able to demonstrate that circadian-based interventions can improve a wide range of symptoms associated with NDDs.

Figure 1. Illustration of the tight reciprocal relationships between circadian rhythms, sleep, and neurodegenerative disease. Circadian disruption and sleep loss are likely to contribute to symptoms associated with NDD in humans. Work in animal models as well as in human subjects suggests that alterations in amplitude, regularity, and coherence of measured rhythms are common. Many researchers in this area favor a bidirectional model in which the ongoing disease pathology can impact circadian rhythms, and the disrupted circadian rhythms may accelerate the disease pathology. If this hypothesis is correct, future studies should be able to demonstrate that circadian-based interventions can improve a wide range of symptoms associated with NDDs.
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NDD-driven deficits in the circadian timing system

Classically, the circadian timing system consists of a light input pathway; a central clock located in the SCN; and multiple output pathways (Figure 2). Molecular circadian clocks are widely distributed and control the temporal pattern of transcription locally. It may be useful to consider possible NDD-driven dysfunction in each of these components.

NDD-driven deficits in circadian light detection

The daily light/dark (LD) cycle is a powerful regulator of behavior through both the direct effect of light and synchronization of the endogenous circadian clock (21). Light is detected by intrinsically photoreceptive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) that make use of melanosin as a photopigment (22, 23). The ipRGCs can also respond to rod- and cone-driven signals (24). The ipRGCs integrate this light information (25) and send a direct projection to the central circadian clock, where this signal synchronizes circadian oscillations. The ipRGCs also underlie, in part, the direct impact of light on mood and cognition (26, 27).

There is evidence that PD and AD patients have fewer ipRGCs with reduced dendritic complexity (28, 29). The contribution of rods, cones, and ipRGCs to the pupillary light reflex can be estimated by pupillometry. In particular, the post-illumination pupil response (PIPR) is a reliable metric of ipRGC function and is compromised in PD and AD patients (30–32). Patients at risk for AD may have significant variability in the PIPR relative to healthy controls, suggesting that this light-evoked reflex could be predictive (32, 33). While more work is needed, this relatively simple assay may become an important clinical measure for disruption in the light input pathway to the circadian system.

In HD mouse models, the degeneration of ipRGCs occurs early in disease progression (34, 35). There are several ways to test how light impacts the circadian system. Perhaps the most definitive measure is the magnitude of light-evoked phase shifts when mice are held in constant darkness. Importantly, HD models show significant reductions in magnitude of light-induced phase delays, as well as longer times for re-entrainment to a shift in the LD cycle (35–37). Collectively, there are compelling preclinical data suggesting that the light input to the circadian system is compromised in HD. The situation in PD and AD is less clear. Behavioral data are mixed, with some groups finding no impact on the light input pathway in well-established mouse models for PD (38) or AD (39). On the other hand, the apolipoprotein E4-knockout (APOE4-KO) patients and animal models include reduced amplitude, fragmentation (the loss of the normally consolidated sleep/wake states), and an increase in the cycle-to-cycle variability of daily rhythms. Unfortunately, these symptoms have a number of possible alternative explanations. For example, a reduction in rhythm amplitude may be caused by defects in many processes downstream of the circadian timing system. This is of particular concern in the case of HD and PD, in which the key symptom is a disruption in motor output through basal ganglia circuits. While we must be careful in our interpretations, disruptions in the temporal patterning of behavior or physiological rhythms raise, at a minimum, the possibility of deficits in the circadian timing system.
The SCN of the hypothalamus contains the so-called master oscillatory network necessary for coordinating circadian rhythms throughout the body. A number of studies have looked at postmortem structural changes in the SCN in NDD (42–47). These studies show a reduction in cell number and size, as well as a reduction in vasoactive intestinal peptide–expressing (VIP-expressing) and arginine vasopressin–expressing (AVP-expressing) cells in the SCN. A couple of particularly impactful studies managed to measure daily rhythms of subjects with AD and then examine the patients’ SCNs postmortem. The first study found that the specific loss of SCN neurotensin neurons was associated with loss of activity and temperature amplitude in AD patients (48). Work from the Saper laboratory (49) found that circadian rhythm amplitude in subjects with AD was correlated with the number of VIP-expressing SCN neurons. AD was additionally associated with delayed circadian phase in comparison with cognitively healthy subjects. Together these data are consistent with the possibility that damage to the SCN itself underlies circadian disruption in NDD, at least in later stages of disease.

There is some evidence of anatomical changes to the SCN in mouse models of NDD. For example, there have been reports of a reduction in VIP expression in the SCN in HD models (50, 51). In addition, there is a reduction in the Nissl-defined size of the male, but not female, SCN in an HD model (51). Perhaps the clearest case for SCN pathology comes from work in the APOE-4 KO model (40). The authors found evidence for amyloidosis and tau deposition, as well as mitochondrial and synaptic deterioration, in the mutant SCN. Tauopathy was also observed in the SCN of aged Tg4510 mice (a model for AD) (52), highlighting the importance of age as a variable. These deficits in mouse models are all mostly observed in young and middle-aged animals (12 months or less), while the human data are all postmortem. It may well be that the deficits in mice are more pronounced toward the end of their lifespan.

A characteristic property of SCN neurons is that they generate a circadian rhythm of neural activity with higher spontaneous activity during the day than during the night. This neural activity rhythm is critical for the synchrony of cells within the SCN circuit, as well as the ability of this nucleus to drive outputs throughout the body. These rhythms in SCN electrical activity are impacted by age and already exhibit a reduction in amplitude and increase in variability by middle age (53). SCN neural activity rhythms are disrupted early in NDD and are accompanied by loss of normal daily variation in resting membrane potential in SCN neurons (36, 38, 51, 54). Thus, there is evidence for pathophysiology at the level of the SCN in mouse models of NDD.

**NDD-driven alteration in SCN-driven outputs**

As measured by actigraphy, many patients with NDD will exhibit increased fragmentation of their sleep/wake cycle as measured by increased arousals at night and increased sleep in the day (8, 9, 55, 56). The circuit through which the SCN controls locomotor activity is not well understood but certainly runs through the dopaminergic regulation of basal ganglion circuitry. Cell populations in this region are vulnerable to pathology driven by PD and HD. Understanding how NDDs impact the circadian regulation of the motor control regions is an important area for future research.

Melatonin. One of the best-understood circadian circuits is the temporal control of melatonin secretion. The circuits involved in the nightly rise in melatonin secretion and autonomic function are relatively well defined (57). Melatonin receptors are expressed through-
out the body (58) and have a broad impact on biological systems. The SCN itself expresses high levels of melatonin receptors, and the interaction between the SCN and the pineal gland forms a neuroendocrine feedback loop (59). From a clinical perspective, dim-light melatonin onset (DLMO) can be used as a laboratory measure to determine the phase of the circadian cycle (60). Melatonin levels are commonly measured in plasma or saliva, as this allows for frequent sampling for more precise determination of phase.

HD patients have been reported to have a delayed phase of melatonin secretion, which becomes more delayed with disease progression (61). Another study documented reduced melatonin levels in premanifest HD patients (62), with a further decline in melatonin levels with progression to manifest HD. In both groups, the intersubject DLMO was more variable in comparison with controls. However, another study of HD allele carriers did not find any change in DLMO, even among individuals with increased nightly awakenings (63). Among PD patients, there is evidence for a reduction in amplitude of melatonin secretion but mixed support for a difference in phase (64–66). A complicating factor is that dopaminergic drugs used to treat PD also impact melatonin secretion (67). Early work in AD patients found evidence for decreased melatonin levels (65–70). More recent work found that DLMO was delayed with reduced amplitude in patients with a mild cognitive impairment (71). Given that measurements can be made from saliva samples, the relative lack of data on the timing of melatonin secretion in patients with NDD is surprising. For the patients with NDD, it would be interesting to look at intrasubject variability in DLMO, as the data from activity suggest that the day-to-day variability is likely to be higher than in controls. Our lack of knowledge about the impact of NDD on melatonin rhythmicity extends to mouse models, as most are on the C57 background and thus do not produce rhythmic melatonin.

**Core body temperature.** Core body temperature (CBT) is another well-accepted marker of circadian rhythmicity that is high during the day and low during the night in humans. Circadian rhythms in CBT are independent of locomotor activity but dependent on an intact SCN (72–74). Projections travel from the SCN to the subparaventricular zone, and these neurons are necessary for driving circadian rhythms of CBT (75). New technologies allow CBT to be continuously measured through wireless capsules, and perhaps even wearable devices that should facilitate measurements in patient populations.

Presymptomatic HD patients were reported to have an elevated daytime CBT (76), but rhythms were not measured. In PD, the amplitude of the CBT rhythm was reduced in a subset of patients with rapid eye movement sleep behavior disorder (RBD) and dementia with Lewy bodies (77). The relationship between RBD and reduced amplitude of CBT rhythms has been seen in other work (78, 79). In AD, early studies found no difference in amplitude of the CBT rhythm, but phase was delayed in subjects with AD (80). A subset of patients with nocturnal agitation known as “sun-downing behavior” actually showed a higher amplitude rhythm that was also phase-delayed (81). In one noteworthy study, CBT was measured in aged individuals, grouped into healthy aging or probable AD, and young subjects (82). The authors found a reduction in amplitude of circadian rhythms in CBT in both of the aged groups compared with the young. A phase delay was seen in the probable AD subjects, but not age-matched controls. Overall, the data suggest that some, but not all, patients with NDD exhibit either reductions in amplitude or a phase delay in these rhythms.

The hypothesis that CBT rhythms are essentially intact early in NDD disease progression and that those rhythms become blunted and phase-shifted in later stages could be easily tested in animal studies. For example, careful longitudinal studies of HD mouse models found intact CBT rhythms early in disease progression, and these rhythms exhibited reduced amplitude and increased cycle-to-cycle variability as the disease progressed (83–85). Another study used telemetry to measure CBT rhythms in young and middle-aged AD mice (3xTgAD) (86). The CBT rhythms were phase-advanced in young animals and, by middle age, actually showed an increase in amplitude. CBT as a measure of SCN-driven output is likely underutilized in mouse models of NDD.

**Cortisol.** Release of cortisol from the adrenal cortex is under the regulation of the HPA axis, and multiple levels of this axis are under circadian control (59, 87). One of the most robust circadian rhythms is that of circulating cortisol that peaks just prior to waking. This hormone is as close as we have to a universal “wake” signal and may prepare the body for activity to come. Glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid receptors have a widespread distribution. Interestingly, glucocorticoid receptors are not found within the SCN, suggesting that the daily increase in cortisol concentration could act as a unidirectional output signal from the SCN. Measurement of cortisol is routine, although mostly in serum, which makes frequent sampling difficult. Cortisol can also be measured in saliva, but the morning rise is thought to occur prior to waking, so the frequent sampling needed to capture the rhythm will disturb the sleep/wake cycle.

Despite these challenges, a number of studies have examined the impact of NDD on cortisol rhythms. An early study examined 24-hour cortisol secretion in early-stage, medication-free HD patients and found higher amplitude rhythms in the HD population (61). Another study found mild disturbance or no disturbance in morning cortisol secretion in HD carriers that preceded the onset of motor symptoms (63, 88, 89). Later states of HD have been reported to show a phase advance that was similar to that seen with aging (90), as well as elevated cortisol (91). In an important study, Hartmann and colleagues (92) directly compared PD and AD patients versus age-matched controls with 24-hour sampling every 15 minutes. Patients with AD and PD had significantly higher total plasma cortisol concentrations. The PD patients also exhibited a decreased amplitude in cortisol secretion rhythm, whereas the rhythm in AD patients appeared to be phase-advanced. A more recent study also found that PD patients had significantly elevated total plasma cortisol concentrations (93) with no change in the timing of cortisol onset or offset. However, a number of PD patients (41%) exhibited arrhythmic cortisol profiles. Other studies have found intact rhythms in cortisol secretion even in patients whose activity patterns are disrupted (94). Overall, many studies have found evidence for elevated cortisol in patients with NDD, but with rhythmic secretion generally intact.

Very little work has been done on possible disruption of the circadian rhythm in the HPA axis in NDD models. In one example, the R6/2 mouse model of HD exhibits elevated corticosterone levels, and, importantly, experimentally elevated corticosterone exacerbates HD symptomology, whereas reducing
NDD-driven deficits in the molecular clockwork

The rhythms in neural activity in the SCN are driven by cell-autonomous molecular feedback loops (96, 97). There is evidence that aging can impact clock gene expression in the human cortex. A detailed study from McClung’s laboratory used time-of-death information to examine the temporal pattern of gene expression from the human prefrontal cortex (17). The authors found that older people have disrupted PER1 expression patterns, whereas PER2 expression showed a phase advance. Broadly, the transcription of many genes exhibited phase shifts or loss of rhythmicity in the aged population. Interestingly, a subset of genes that were not rhythmic in tissue from younger adults became rhythmic in the older population. This type of complexity in gene expression is what we expect from patients with NDD. Another study examined clock gene expression in postmortem tissue (forebrain and pineal) and found evidence for alterations in the phase of clock gene rhythms in the brains of AD patients compared with controls (16). Similarly, the diurnal rhythmic pattern in the expression of the several clock genes was lost in the pineal gland in AD patients (98). Finally, the rhythmic methylation of BMAL1 is disrupted in AD, and this correlates with tau pathology, cognitive disturbance, and overnight wakefulness (99, 100). These results support the idea that rhythms in clock gene expression are disrupted in AD patients, but more work in this area is needed.

Clock gene expression can be measured from most cell populations, so it is possible to look at disease-driven changes in period and phase in peripheral tissues. This seems to be a very promising strategy, and one study examined clock gene expression in peripheral blood mononuclear cells taken from patients with early PD and discovered the loss of rhythms in BMAL1 and altered expression of both PER2 and REV-ERBa (93). To provide another example, rhythmic methylation of BMAL1 was altered in fibroblasts from AD patients (99). Measurement of rhythmic clock gene expression from peripheral tissues offers a number of advantages over postmortem tissue. It may have the limitation that at least in some tissues the phase will be highly influenced by the feed/fast cycle.

Clock gene expression in HD mouse models has been explored in some detail. In the more severely impacted R6/2 model, disruption of PER2 and BMAL1 rhythms was observed in the SCN and striatum in vivo (101). Interestingly, when clock gene expression was measured with PER2-driven bioluminescence, the main effects were on the phase of the rhythms, while the bioluminescence measured in the SCN appeared relatively intact (102, 103). This observation that the expression rhythms are worse in vivo than in vitro raises the possibility that the molecular clock in the SCN is relatively intact, but that extra-SCN signals are disrupting the rhythm in vivo. There has also been some related work with AD models. For example, in the APOE4 KO, the circadian pattern of core clock gene expression in the SCN was disrupted (40). There is also evidence for disrupted rhythms in clock gene expression outside of the SCN in AD models (52, 104, 105). Overall, the gene expression data from mouse models suggest that there is an internal desynchronization between the SCN and peripheral clocks in NDD.

Possible mechanisms underlying circadian disruption in NDDs

The molecular clockwork driving circadian oscillations is found throughout the body. Neurons and glial cells express daily oscillations that provide a temporal structure to transcription, cell biology, and network properties of all major CNSs that are impacted by NDD. Genome-wide analyses reveal global circadian control over processes involved in functionally important pathways, such as transcription, chromatin modification and remodeling, metabolism, inflammation, and cell signaling (Figure 3). Therefore, in try-
Proteostasis
Proteostasis pathways control the biogenesis, folding, trafficking, and degradation of proteins. These pathways are implicated in NDDs whose pathology is defined by the aggregation of hallmark proteins. A common hypothesis is that chronic expression of misfolded proteins early in life leads to accumulation of misfolded species and aggregates that overwhelm proteostasis (108). There is some evidence for circadian regulation of protein quality control systems, including molecular chaperones, the ubiquitin-proteasome system, and the autophagy-lysosomal degradation pathway in the brain. For example, gene ontology analysis of transcripts in the SCN found enrichment for genes involved in protein stabilization and folding that are rhythmically expressed across cell types (5). While relatively unexplored, proteostasis networks are likely to be important in understanding the links between circadian dysfunction and NDDs. In the liver, there is good evidence for circadian regulation of autophagy (109), and in fibroblasts, rhythms of proteasomal activity have been observed (110). In addition, a number of molecular chaperones, including heat shock proteins (Hsp70, Hsp90), are pivotal in protein folding and unfolding (111). The DNA binding of heat shock factor 1 (HSF1) is highly rhythmic (112) and drives the expression of heat shock proteins at the onset of activity. There is evidence that HSF1-dependent regulation of the heat shock response in vivo is impaired in HD mouse models (113). Using a Drosophila HD model, there is evidence for Hsp70/90 organizing protein in the regulation of mutant huntingtin (mHtt) aggregation and toxicity (114). Experiments to determine the role of the circadian system in regulating the proteostasis network in the CNS appear to be a particularly promising area for future work.

There has been growing evidence for sleep/wake regulation of the clearance of misfolded proteins in the brain glycaltic system, an astroglia-mediated interstitial fluid bulk flow (7). As described above, NDDs disrupt sleep, and it is logical to propose that a reduction in sleep drives a decline in clearance of brain waste. The activity of the glymphatic system is high during sleep and low during wakefulness (115). There are daily rhythms in both amyloid-β (Aβ) levels and extracellular levels of tau (116). The argument that these rhythms are sleep-driven comes from observations that anesthesia can acutely mimic the impact of sleep (117), whereas sleep deprivation increases Aβ plaque deposition, as well as tau pathology (118, 119). There is also evidence that disrupted sleep increases Aβ production (120). So present data suggest that sleep can regulate both generation and removal of Aβ.

While sleep may be a direct driver, there is also good reason to suspect the circadian system is involved as well. For example, deletion of Bmal1 causes severe circadian fragmentation, significantly blunts Aβ rhythms, and increases amyloid plaque deposition in a transgenic mouse model of AD (121). Also, there are data suggesting that glymphatic influx and clearance exhibit circadian rhythms that peak during the mid–rest phase of mice. Importantly, loss of the water channel aquaporin-4 (AQP4), which is localized to vascular end-feet of astrocytes, eliminates the day-night difference in both glymphatic influx and drainage to the lymph nodes (122). Finally, the circadian system regulates neural activity in many regions of the CNS, and these rhythms could impact Aβ plaque deposition.

Transmission of misfolded proteins
Many NDD-related pathological proteins undergo cell-to-cell transmission through mechanisms that are not clear. Injection and spread of synthetic Aβ fibrils or α-synuclein via anatomically defined circuits suggest that synaptic transmission of misfolded proteins occurs (2). The circadian system regulates neural activity, as well as synaptic transmission, so disruption of the circadian system could alter the spread of misfolded proteins through this mechanism. Recent work has highlighted the relationship between circadian rhythms, sleep, and synaptic transmission in the forebrain of mice (6, 123). In these studies, the authors examined the transcriptional, translational, and posttranslational regulation of molecules involved in synaptic transmission in forebrain synaptoneurosome preparations throughout the LD cycle. Most of the genes involved in synaptic signaling exhibited robust daily rhythms. These transcripts formed two sharp waves, with transcripts preceding dawn (sleep surge) related to metabolism and those anticipating dusk (wake surge) related to synaptic transmission. When mice were transiently sleep-deprived, the translation of proteins involved in synaptic signaling remained rhythmic, whereas genes associated with metabolism were suppressed. Sleep deprivation abolished almost all phosphorylation cycles in synaptoneurosomes. The authors concluded that the circadian clock directly regulates transcription of the network of genes involved in synaptic transmission and indirectly regulates translation through the behavioral state. Thus, the disruption of the sleep/wake cycle as seen in NDD would be expected to disrupt the temporal pattern of electrical activity and synaptic transmission seen in cortical circuits and alter the transmission of misfolded proteins.

Inflammation
The immune system is composed of a diverse network of cells, tissues, and organs (e.g., white blood cells, spleen, thymus, and bone marrow) that are linked together by function and synchronized in time. The temporal patterning of immune function is a general feature, with the circadian system driving a more activated immune system when the organism is awake and damping it down during times of sleep (124, 125). In peripheral organs, our understanding of the molecular interactions between the circadian clock and the immune system is fairly advanced. For example, the pulmonary inflammatory responses that have received so much attention in the time of COVID-19 are under circadian control. Recent work has implicated REV-ERBα as a critical regulator of fibrosis in mesenchymal cells (126). Other studies have found clear evidence that the molecular circadian clock drives the expression or repression of immune genes (127). In addition, the rhythmic acetylation or methylation of histones regulates transcription of inflammatory genes. There is even evidence that circadian clock proteins can engage in direct physical interactions with components of key inflammatory pathways, such as members of the NF-κB protein family. This intimate association between circadian rhythmicity
and immune function likely serves to increase protection during times of day when we are out in the world, while limiting the cost of overstimulation during times of sleep.

Neuroinflammation, as measured by the chronic activation of astrocytes and microglia, is thought to be a major contributor to NDD (128–130). Like neurons, astrocytes exhibit robust circadian clock function (131). Brain-specific BMAL1 deletion weakened the blood-brain barrier, causing loss of pericytes, astroglia, microglia activation, and elevation of inflammatory gene expression (132–134). Similarly, microglia have functional circadian clocks, and the inflammatory response of microglia shows circadian variation (135, 136). One of the key discoveries in this area has been that brain-specific BMAL1 KO leads to dramatic microglia activation and synapse degeneration (137). Recent work implicates the circadian clock component REV-ERBa as a critical mediator of microglial activation and neuroinflammation. In mice, Rev-erba deletion caused spontaneous microglial activation in the hippocampus and increased expression of proinflammatory transcripts, as well as secondary astrogliosis. Primary Rev-erba−/− microglia exhibited proinflammatory phenotypes and increased basal NF-κB activation (138). Daily rhythms in microglial synaptic phagocytosis appear to be driven by Rev-erba expression. Thus, the NDD-driven disruption in astrocytes and microglia provides a mechanism through which circadian disruption drives inflammation in the brain.

Future work
As described above, there is clear evidence that patients with NDD exhibit disruption in their sleep/wake cycle and that the loss of function in the circadian system is likely to contribute to these symptoms. Mouse and Drosophila models recapitulate the circadian dysfunction seen in patients and offer the opportunity for mechanistic studies. Circadian-based interventions are a critical test of the hypothesis that circadian disruption is an integral component of the disease (139–141). At a minimum, we would hope to be able to counter the decline in the sleep/wake cycle. Most optimistically, we could even delay the onset of symptoms by improving circadian regulation of proteostasis or reducing inflammation. Of course, it may be possible to improve the quality of life of patients with NDD without altering the core pathology of the disease. One special challenge in this population is the high degree of variability in the alterations of the circadian system. This work is in its early days (142), as we are still working out the mechanisms of interaction between circadian timing and NDD pathology. Still, the timed treatment of light, feeding, and exercise potentially offers low-cost ways to manage NDD. Given the heterogeneity in the symptoms experienced by the patients, the key to success likely lies in the stratification of subjects in clinical trials in order to focus on those most likely to benefit from a particular treatment.

For example, with our improved understanding of the role of melanopsin in the light input pathway, light interventions that enhance melanopsin-stimulation in the day while minimizing it at night are very promising. This type of dynamic lighting can improve sleep at night and reduce depression and agitation in patients with dementia living in controlled environments (143). This study focused on the subset of older patients who were experiencing sleep disturbances. In future work, PIPR could be used as a screen to exclude subjects with compromised circadian light detection. Similarly, the timed application of pharmacological agents that manipulate melatonin, histamine, orexin, or glucocorticoid signaling offers ways to get more use out of already established drugs. It is likely that dosing time can be optimized to maximize the therapeutic index (144–146). For example, nightly treatment with a drug that increased histamine levels improved several behavioral measures in an HD mouse model (147). Finally, there are new classes of pharmacological agents that directly act on the circadian timing system. For example, although much more work is needed, clock-enhancing small molecules like nobiletin, a citrus flavonoid, has been proposed as a treatment for NDD (148, 149). In addition, REV-ERB agonists have been reported to increase wakefulness and reduce sleep as well as anxiety-like behavior in mice (150, 151). To talk realistically about circadian medicine (4), we need to have a set of working tools that we can apply to treat the low-amplitude, fragmented, irregular rhythms that we see in so many patients with NDD.
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